High-Tech Hands

How advances in design and manufacturing are enabling a new paradigm for digit amputation care

Technological advances have given orthotic and prosthetic professionals a wealth of new options for helping patients with limb loss to regain function. However, O&P practices have had far fewer options for patients who have experienced amputation of one or more fingers. Although digit loss is common, prosthetic solutions for this population have until recently been restricted largely to cosmetic devices with limited functionality.

Finger and thumb amputations carry physiological, lifestyle and psychological effects, but anatomical and production challenges have impeded development of functional prostheses for these patients. Fortunately, advances in prosthetic technology, computer-aided design and manufacturing are bringing new options to this underserved population, equipping clinicians with effective solutions to help patients re-engage fully in their lives.

Prevalence and Etiology

In 2005, 1.6 million Americans were living with limb loss, with 35% of cases involving the upper limbs. Although lower-limb loss is heavily associated with chronic disease and old age, upper-limb loss most commonly afflicts working-age men, and it is almost exclusively secondary to trauma. Ninety-two percent of these traumatic upper-limb amputations involve loss of a finger or thumb. Altogether, 45,000 traumatic finger amputations are believed to occur in the US each year.

Many of these injuries occur in the workplace, often involving machinery or powered hand tools. More than half of digit or partial-hand amputees are unable to continue their previous careers and may go on to become unemployed. Those whose work requires manual labor are particularly likely to leave their jobs after an injury. These changes carry lifestyle and psychosocial consequences for patients themselves as well as economic implications for society.
UNDERSTANDING IMPAIRMENT

The physiological impairments associated with digit amputation are believed to have an impact on nearly every aspect of daily life. Even a relatively small partial amputation of a digit results in lower pinch and grip force and difficulty with everyday tasks, and these post-injury functional changes are an important factor in patient outcomes.7,8

Practitioners who work with amputees need to be able to assess and quantify the effects of impairment as part of patient care and documentation for payers. The American Medical Association's Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment is a commonly cited source that uses the percentage of digit loss to quantify impairment of the hand, upper limb function and whole body. The AMA Guides framework is an important, widely accepted tool for clinicians, who can use it to assess and convey the physiological magnitude of impairment to payers as part of efforts to secure reimbursement.

While the AMA Guides provide a straightforward, easy to calculate quantification of impairment based on anatomic loss, it should be noted that the guidelines underestimate the true impact of digit amputations. It is generally recognized that a combination of self-report functional and mental health measures best capture impact and recovery when it comes to upper limb amputation. Giladi et al. show that when this broad approach to health-related quality of life is applied, it shows greater levels of disability than the AMA approach can estimate.5,8,9,10

THE PROSTHETIC PARADIGM OF THE PAST

The variable anatomical and functional presentations of hand injuries as well as the small size of digits relative to their motor and sensory complexity pose a number of prosthetic design, engineering and production challenges. As a result, practical prosthetic solutions for patients with finger or thumb amputations have for many years been largely limited to cosmeses.3

Made of viscoelastic materials and designed to mimic the appearance of the missing portion of the digit or hand, cosmeses can yield tangible psychological benefits, such as reduced self-
consciousness and improved comfort with interactions involving hands. Cosmeses also can provide limited functional support, such as moderate stabilization when grasping. However, these functional benefits are minimal, and not all patients experience them. For the most part, cosmeses serve psychological purposes, but they are not a practical solution for most people who need restoration of function for work or other pursuits.3,11,12

EMERGING FUNCTIONAL DEVICES

Recent technological advances have enabled manufacturers to address some of the challenges of prosthetic design for digit amputees. A number of options are available for patients who want a more functional result, and the most robust devices even allow patients to return to work of virtually any type without worry that they will damage the device.

Battery-powered prostheses have advanced significantly in recent decades and have become available clinically. These motorized devices interact with signals from the user’s residual limb to enable the patient to regain functional movement. However, extensive training is needed to help patients learn to use battery-powered devices. In addition, their high cost coupled with their lack of durability for practical use in a variety of environments limits their utility for some patients.3,12

Body-powered devices for partial hand amputation also allow users to regain functional movement through cable-, wrist- or finger-driven mechanisms, and these devices can be a more practical option.

CLINICAL PERSPECTIVES

Aaron Sorenson, CPO, LPO, of Restorative Health Services says he spends most of his time working with lower-limb amputees, but he’s handled enough finger and thumb cases to see that the impact of even relatively small amputations is significant. In addition to the clear physiological challenges of an amputation, Mo Kenney, CPO, LPO, FAAOP, of Kenney Orthopedics says he has seen patients struggling with feelings of shame, despair and in some cases unwillingness to spend time in public.

When Kenney approaches patients with partial-hand amputations who are candidates for a prosthesis, he looks at their history, career plans and lifestyle. “Our job as prosthetists is to try and return our patients to normalcy. That includes every aspect of life,” Kenney said. “The impact of being able to grasp a fork or a soda or your phone — we take that for granted as able-bodied people.”

After years of being able to offer only silicone and latex prostheses with limited function, Sorenson says access to body-powered functional prostheses has proved a game changer. Although variables including scar tissue, percentage of residual digit and neurological damage are important predictors of outcomes, Sorenson has seen patients regain what he called a surprising level of function with the newer devices. Kenney says the psychological benefits of a functional prosthesis are palpable the first time a patient begins to use it. “There are tears,” he said. “Patients get their lives back when they get their prosthesis.”

Sorenson has fitted a handful of Naked Prosthetics devices, a process he said was straightforward with a short learning curve. He secured reimbursement in each case, one through Tennessee’s Medicaid program and the rest through workers’ compensation plans. The Medicaid case was toughest to navigate, but Sorenson said a committed care team — including therapist, physician and prosthetist — plus resources and support from the manufacturer yielded success. Kenney also has had difficulty with third-party payers, but he says persistence usually pays off. “If you care about your patients, you really need to go the extra mile for them, and that includes not just clinical but also the financial as well,” Kenney said.
Operated by the user through intuitive movement and powered by intact PIP or MCP joints, finger-driven prostheses can restore active grip and pinch force in many clinical scenarios. There is no need for specialized training, and users report that with time, the prostheses begin to feel like an endogenous extension of the body.3,4,12,13

The newest generation of high-durability, body-powered prostheses allows these devices to be used in welding, auto and woodworking shops, on farms and in other settings that place high physical demands on the prosthesis, helping working-age amputees return to their previous careers and hobbies. And advances in manufacturing technology have made these custom prostheses practical for use on a wide scale.

Research has validated the promise of this newest generation of durable body-powered prostheses, documenting improvements in fine motor dexterity and grip strength using the Minnesota Manual Dexterity Test and Jamar Hand Function Test as well as qualitative improvements, including reduced sensitivity and phantom pain, and increased confidence and ease associated with grasping.4

Case studies developed by manufacturer Naked Prosthetics yield additional quantitative as well as qualitative insights from users of the company’s body-powered prosthetic devices, including the psychological benefits that come with being able to return to work, regaining comfort in social settings and the ability to complete everyday tasks such as cutting food and tying shoelaces without help.

A BETTER APPROACH TO PATIENT CARE

The prevalence of finger and thumb amputation and the significance of these impairments in the lives of patients who experience such injuries warrant a better standard of care. Development of prostheses for this population has been impeded by technical and anatomical challenges, but a new generation of practical, durable, body-powered prosthetic digits can enable O&P practitioners to address an unmet need and transform the lives of people who have undergone finger amputation.
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Patients get their lives back when they get their prosthesis.

"IT’S ALL ABOUT FUNCTION."

Naked Prosthetics, located in Olympia, Washington designs and manufactures custom prosthetic devices specifically for finger loss or amputation. Our mission is to assist people with finger amputation(s) and to positively impact their lives in the United States, 2005 to 2050. Our devices aim to restore the user’s ability to perform most daily tasks, supporting job retention and an active lifestyle.

Learn more: www.npdevices.com